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Employee Engagement 

What do we know? 

 Sometime no matter 
how loud you may 
convey your message, 
some people just don’t 
hear it. 
 

 It will not always be 
because they refuse to 
hear it. 

 The reasons are usually more complicated than simple bloody-
mindedness. 



Employee Engagement 

In 2013 my Company operated 
15 survey vessels worldwide 
servicing the offshore 
industry. 

  Continued reduction of injuries,  

  Increased reporting of near 
misses. 

  Implementation of safety tours. 

  Increased presence of on-board   

   HSSE Advisors. 

We were reporting positive HSSE 
statistics which indicated: 



Employee Engagement 

HOWEVER .. 

 

It was repeatedly being suggested during demobilisation & 
project review meetings with on-board HSSE Advisors & 
Client HSSE representatives that an imbalance existed in:  

 The understanding of HSSE across elements of the 
workforce. 

 The engagement of the different elements of the crew 
in the existing HSSE initiatives. 



WORKFORCE PROFILE 



Employee Engagement 

Upon the vessels two distinct teams existed: 

 

 Marine Crew – Responsible for the 
navigation, operation, maintenance & 
management of the Ship. 

 

 

 Survey Crew – Responsible for the 
completion of geophysical, 
geotechnical & environmental survey 
operations. 



Vessel Structure 

The Teams, inline with global profiles looked 
typically like this: 

Marine Team 

Survey Team 



THE OBVIOUS QUESTION 



Was language a barrier? 

Of course! 
 
Mitigations for this barrier in place 
already existed: 

 Operating language of all 
vessels, is English. 

 All foreign crew members 
undergo the Marlins test, via a 
third party. 

 All crew members assessed 
and formally appraised during 
each trip by the Master. 



Was language a barrier? 



IS THAT IT? 



 Passive approach to Health & Safety. 
 

 Perception of what ‘had the potential to cause 

harm’ differed significantly from the expected view. 
 

 Raising concerns or ‘complaint’ for many simply 

went against their cultural norm.  
 

This was the accepted norm across the fleet. 

 

Was that REALLY the only difference? 



Marine Crew Survey Crew 

Hierarchal structure – A 

traditional, almost Military like 

structure with numerous levels 

between Captain & Deck Crew. 

Hierarchal structure – Very wide 

and shallow with no more than 2 

levels of  management. 

Contract type – Employed 

predominantly on temporary 

contracts up to 6 months 

Contract type – Almost solely 

employed on permanent contracts. 

 

Duration of trip – Trips 

traditionally ranged from 60 to 

180 days. 

Duration of trip – Trips ranged 

between 30-60 days offshore. 

Levels of education –Almost solely 

related to maritime operations. 

Levels of education  - 

Predominantly degree educated 

&/or Ex-military. 

Was that REALLY the only difference? 



Was that REALLY the only difference? 

 Departmental structure / hierarchy. 
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Marine Crew Survey Crew 
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Was that REALLY the only difference? 



SO .. 



What do we have already? 

Tools already in place that could have driven engagement: 
 
 

Leadership Tours / Inspections. 
 
 
Departmental cross-audit. 
 
 
Weekly Safety Drills. 
 
 
Observation card system. 
 

Didn’t require engagement with 
the deck crew 

Was physical inspection of areas, not 
considering those working within it. 

A test of adherence to procedure in emergency 
scenarios. 

A potential vehicle to engage, but 
requires understanding of process, ability 
to convey message and willingness to 
challenge. 



So with all that said .. 

What do WE do about it? 
 
 
 

Leadership. 
 
 

How much of this did they know? 
 



Employee Engagement – Front Line 

Challenges from the leadership. 
 

The statistics for my ship are good. 
 
 

What can I do about it in my trip? 
 
 

How will I know its working? 



Designing the solution 

‘A Safety Culture starts with leadership; leadership 
drives culture, which in turn drives behaviour’. 

 
 

 Health and Safety Culture – What is it? 

 Understanding our barriers to engagement. 

 Understanding the leaders potential to influence 
behaviour. 

 Tools to support improvement. 

 HSE Targets – What and why? 

 

 



In a world driven by KPI’s .. 

SS - Observation Card Submission
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First Conversation held 

with LS to explain the 

importance of the 

Observation card system.

LS left the vessel after 2 

months onboard.
LS rejoined the vessel.

Follow up discussion held 

in Las Palmas about the 

need to deliver a 

sustainable performance

LS rejoined the vessel.

Further discussion held to 

emphasise importnance of 

maintaining focus on 

safety after survey crew 

left the vessel and ship 

remained idle in Trinidad

LS left the vessel after 2 

months onboard.

Attended the vessel in 

Trinidad and spent further 

2 days supporting LS 

rejoined the vessel.

Company appointed HSE 

Advisor / Medic also added 

to the crew.

LS left the vessel after 2 

months onboard.

Competition between SS & 

OE began for 6 week 

duration



FINAL THOUGHTS .. 



Final Thoughts 

 Significant amount of tools & processes already 
existed. 

 Some with direct / indirect potential to drive 
engagement. 

 Many systems in their design ignore, or even 
inhibit the need for engagement. 

 Not a lot of people use the term ‘engaging the 
workforce’. 

 ‘If I can’t measure it, it can’t be important’. 

 



Final thoughts .. 

Even “leaders” need to be led. 

 

Just because people are involved, it 
doesn’t mean they are engaged. 

 


